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Abstract: Planetary health involves balancing the needs and sustaining the world in order to preserve the health and the well-being of humankind based on the environmental changes of the earth. To improve the foundation of human well-being, the local public policy was initiated for development. The developed process led to environmental improvements. Thus, providing the foundation for human well-being from local public policy to reduce environmental impacts. This paper proposed the decision for a support system and aims to study the local policies formulation process considering the planetary health at Makhamtia Sub-District, Muang District, Surathani Province, Thailand for local administrative organization chief executive decision making. This work leads to the tool, called PH-EIS system, of local planning support, decision making and management to achieve a balance between human needs and sustainable planetary health. The presented tool applies information technology with a web-based geographic information system to visualize data and to assist environmental monitoring before the real situation occurs by using the previous case learning. The implemented system was deployed in the policy formulation of local administrative organization. This work is tested by the developer and user groups and the result shows that the users are satisfied with the system and denotes the environmental impacts with high accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Planetary health concept [1-4] is a new concept first presented by Rockefeller Foundation and The Lancet in 2015. It focuses on the interdependence between human health, animal health, and health of the environment. This concept tries to balance human needs and sustain the world in order to preserve the health and well-being of future generations [2,3]. To conduct planetary health we need to cooperate with sectors of all fields all over the world. To change minds and behaviors at every level from local to global to realize the importance of planetary health [4].

In Thailand, local administrative organization (LAOs) [5,6] is a public sector which is closest to the people and takes an important role in maintaining the quality of life and infrastructure development. In the past, the local development of LAOs still lacks awareness in Environmental and health impacts. From the development projects of LAO [7], most projects do not study the environmental impact and health effects before policy decision making especially the development of the Sub-district Administrative Organization (SAO) which is the smallest LAO in Thailand and is spread over more than 5,000 locations [7]. It was found that most of the projects were conducted without environmental studies and health impacts assessment. These are major causes of the destruction of the environment and the ecology in local areas.

In the past 20 years, the development of the LAOs has influenced the changing landscape of the area extensively [6]. It is a turning point for local development. There are many development projects each year especially related to the development of infrastructures such as roads or buildings affected the change of the area and so on. The development of LAOs in the past has a direct and indirect impact on planetary health. Therefore, the people should be made aware of the knowledge and understanding about planetary health by those who have the authority to formulate policies of the local administrative organization. In order to make local developments in the future, environmental and health impact should be taken into account and consider planetary health mentioned in this research.

Makham-Tia Sub-district Administrative Organization (SAO), Thailand [8], does not conduct the environment and health impacts assessment the same way as the other LAOs across the country. The executive of the SAO does not have tools or systems to support decision-making. Especially, the decision about the environment and health impacts assessment. Although LAOs bring information technology applied to use in decision making of the executive of SAO in various dimensions, it is still limited to use in the large LAOs such as the Provincial Administrative Organization or municipalities [8]. To realize planetary health, the decision-making system for spatial development in Makham-Tia SAO does not seem to be concrete for the Executive of SAO. Thus, this paper applied information technology to visualize data and assist environmental monitoring before the real situation will happen by using the previous case learning. This paper contained the planetary health issues mentioned above and its importance of the health of the people and the sustainability of the resources and environment.
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Thus, the research team conducted research on Planetary Health-Executive Information System (PH-EIS system) for local administrative organization chief executive decision support by integrating social science and health science with information technology science to make the local development of the LAOs takes into account the planetary health and the quality of life of the people in the local area. This research is strongly related to the UN sustainable development goals or the SDGs and as a model for further development of another LAOs.

II. BACKGROUND

The planetary health [1-4] refers to the interconnections between the processes of environmental change and its impacts on human health, namely the activities involved in everyone’s life. The planetary health is integrated with health impact assessment (HIA) [9] and environmental impact assessment (EIA) [10]. It focuses on the health of the world that affects the well-being of people while HIA address to the health of human from environment and EIA focuses on environmental care. The planetary health is different from the EIA and HIA in which both have clear rules with laws to support. If the health of the world is good, it affects the health of humans, EIA will be achieved as well. For this reason, many types of research attempt to integrate HIA and EIA to prevent negative impacts on the health of the world [11-14]. Moreover, many tools are developed to assist and facilitate the environmental impact that affects human health [14, 15]. Mostly, tools applicable to HIA and/or EIA are based on the paper process. Thus, it is limited to certain individuals. The information technology is one approach to assess environmental impact [16]. Practically, the geographic information system (GIS) was applied to visualize special data [17, 18]. Moreover, program computer was developed to assist HIA and EIA [19, 20]. Impact assessment is widely viewed such as province, city, and so on. Thus, this paper emphasizes to village level by using information technology. Web-based GIS is applied to assess environmental impact.

III. PH-EIS SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

The research methodology was divided into 3 phases i.e. background study, system development with the local public policy process, and system deployment in policy formulation of the local administrative organization (shown in Fig. 1). In the first phase, the researchers studied the background of special data such as community context, natural resources and environment, topography, and etc. This phase was studied as the base of the studied area in order to use the development tool in phase 2. Phase 2 was designed to apply information technology based on web and mobile application for local planning support, decision making and management to achieve a balance between human needs and sustainable planetary health. This phase considers and uses the process of local public policy as our PH-EIS system. Finally, phase 3 described the suitable local public policy and suggest to user from the PH-EIS system.

![Fig. 1 The overview of PH-EIS system methodology](image1)

![Fig. 2 The study area and its main natural environment on the map](image2)

Phase 1: The Background of Spatial Data

In the first phase, the researchers gained background of local structure, current situation, problems and obstacles of climate changes. The study area consisted of four villages (Moo 5, 6, 7, and 8) at Makhantia Sub District, Muang District, and Suratthani Province, Thailand shown in Fig. 2. This figure showed the study area and its main natural environment on the map. Moreover, this study collects the building data that may be affected by the natural environment led to the flooding problem. The data collection will be represented on the website to show an overview of the community context. This data was illustrated in Fig. 3, which consisted of the road, river, building, tax mapping, the boundary of the village, Google map view, and a satellite view.

From the background study of spatial data, it was found that the building infrastructure in the community has a part of environmental impact such as the road building effect on the resource and quality of life. From this study, the list of environmental impacts will be presented to the representative of the members of the community. The cooperation of the members of the community was the first phase to process our methodology.
The partnerships and stakeholders (eight local administrators’ officer, seven local council members, and 40 local community representatives) brainstormed and discussed the problems and obstacles of climate change in the community. The groups focused on assessing environmental impact on their villages and what is required for a developed system mentioned next subsection. The summary of the discussion was made as to the system that supports planning, decision making and management of building infrastructure.

![The Infrastructure of Community Context](image)

**Fig. 3 The webpage for the infrastructure of the community context**

**Phase 2: PH-EIS system**

The second phase was developed according to the software development life cycle from the requirements in phase 1. Web and mobile application is one of the best tools for information sharing and raising awareness about environmental changes. The information from the web and the internet can be easily accessible by everybody. This phase applied information technology with web-based GIS to support decision making. The system was designed for three user groups i.e. general users or people, local head officers, and administrators, which illustrated with interface structure design as Fig. 4.

![The interface structure design for PH-EIS system](image)

**Fig. 4 The interface structure design for PH-EIS system**

From Fig. 4, general users can view the local structure of the community that gives an overview of their village. Moreover, the user can get information about environmental impact when the new utility projects are created. They can learn the results from creating infrastructure together. If the general users would like to get more details of the system in member status, they can require from local head officers or administrators. The member is the local administrators and local officers, local council members, and local people that are the representative person in the village to vote for new building infrastructure. Local head officers and member can join to assess the new utility projects whether the project has an impact on the environment or not. They evaluated the new project of building infrastructure and the system assessed the environmental impact. Thus, the local head officers compared the environmental impact of each project to make a decision through a web application or mobile application. They can add members and view to compare the results of the evaluation for the new project. The system will collect the evaluation results to suggest user for next time. The final user group is the administrators who prepared data management of infrastructure and environmental impact assessment. Administrators can add the environment impact information from the experts for the new utility project to use for the preliminary suggestion to local head officers and members. Moreover, the administrator can manage all information in the system.

**Phase 3: Local Public Policy**

The third phase developed the local public policy-making process that considers the planetary health. Fig. 5 shows the proposed model that address to planetary health for the local public policy-making process. The traditional process starts from the village community forum. The result is the requirements of the project for building infrastructure from each village. These projects will be discussed again in the next process to build because there are many projects but there is a limited budget for the building. Next step is the sub-district community forum. This step consists of the representatives of the people from each village who discuss their projects. Afterward, the selected projects will be added into the plan of year for sub-district community to make a local development next step. The plan of year for sub-district community will be considered again to permit for building in that year from voting of local council headers. The result is the policy implementation in new project form and then it is activated and monitoring in the final step. From the traditional process, it does not consider environmental impact. For example, road building is allowed without considering the impact. For this reason, the new model with planetary health is the key success to consider environmental impact in this research.

In the proposed model in Fig. 5, the traditional model is further improvised by using the PH-EIS system, which the processes are shown in block arrow. We start with data entry of community context from the village community forum into PH-EIS system. Next, the proposed system provides the data of environment impact assessment for community context in order to evaluate from an expert into the system through the website. The system will suggest to everyone in the sub-district community forum that can consider the projects together with the list of environmental impacts. The environmental impact will be reported from our system to the user.
Thus, the selected projects will be realized environment impact before they are added into a plan of year and building. Moreover, the system will illustrate an overview of all the effects of the proposed projects before making the decision to build infrastructure from each village. This is the first time for the local council to get the result of project impact assessment before decision-making. These processes affect all local policymaker to consider with the planetary health and lead to the planetary health public policy.

The developed system was implemented in four villages (Moo 5, 6, 7, and 8) in Makhmatia Sub-District, Muang District, and Suratthani Province, Thailand. There are eight local administrative officers, seven local council members, and 40 local community representatives. The groups focused on assessing environmental impact on their villages and what requires a developed system. The experiment test by these user groups consists of two parts: the test by the developer and the test by the mentioned user. In the developer part, the result shows that the system can manipulate the local structure data, member data, project (new building) data, factors of environmental evaluation, and report in the score of evaluation for environmental impact. In user groups, this work uses the interview with focused group discussion. The result shows that they are satisfied and our system suggest the environmental impact on them with correctness. Moreover, this work uses a questionnaire to test the PH-EIS system. We found that the presented system is easy to use and presents information for environmental impact and local public policy. This research has transformed the people in the community to maintain planetary health policies of local administrative organization for the infrastructure development process and have a positive impact in the well-being of the local community.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The planetary health refers to the interconnections between the processes of environmental change and its impacts on human health especially the activities that is involved in everyone’s life. To prevent environmental impact of human activities, cooperation among everybody is needed. The best way to prevent the impact is to monitor and join the community in creating something. Thus, this research will present PH-EIS system generated from the cooperation of the members of the community.
This system applied information technology to assist environmental monitoring before the real situation occur by using the previous case learnings. The research methodology was divided into 3 phases i.e. study background, system development, and system deployment in policy formulation of local administrative organization. In the first phase, the researchers gained background of local structure, current situation, problems and obstacles of climate change. It was found that the building infrastructure in the community has a part of environmental impact such as the road building effect on the resource and quality of life. The second phase was developed according to the software development life cycle. This phase applied information technology with web-based GIS to support decision making. The system is designed for three user groups i.e. general users or people, local head officers, and administrators. The first group can see and search for the details of infrastructure and environmental impact assessment that occurred in their village. They can learn the results from creating infrastructure together. The second group is the local administrators and local officers, local council members, and local people that are the representative person in the village to vote for new building infrastructure. They evaluated the new project of building infrastructure and the system assessed the environmental impact. Thus, the local head officers compared the environmental impact of each project to make a decision through a web or mobile application. The final user group is the administrators who prepared data management of infrastructure and environmental impact assessment. The final phase is the system deployment in policy formulation of the local administrative organization by using the PH-EIS system. This work is tested by the developer and user groups. The result shows that the users are satisfied with the system that it can suggest the environmental impact on them with high accuracy.
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